so much

DRAMA!

(and that’s a good thing)

Bold colors, luxe textures, striking pieces—this house does not hold back.

living room

Don’t let the fanciness fool you: Kids regularly flop onto the custom navy velvet sofa and caramel-color leather chairs from DwellStudio and chill on the suzani rug by Timothy Paul. A large distressed mirror from ABC Carpet & Home rounds out the room’s mix of modern and vintage.
master bedroom
Sapna and Andy wanted a soothing space, which explains the blue walls. But it just wouldn’t be their style if it looked tame, which explains the mahogany four-poster Noir bed. Certain elements are purposefully off-kilter, like the chandelier by Park Studio LA that hovers above the foot of the bed rather than the middle and a small rug on just one side. A pair of funky brass sconces by OneFortyThree extend from the wall.

guest bathroom
“It’s easier to make a daring choice when you’re not seeing it every day,” says Sapna of the energetic Moroccan-inspired pattern (Fez tiles by Granada Tile). Architect Carmel suggested taking the 8-inch-by-8-inch concrete squares all the way up to the shower ceiling.

wall color
Normandy by Benjamin Moore